


Residential Care Services
 Investigation Summary Report

Provider/Facility: ND'S ADULT FAMILY HOME (727786) Intake ID(s): 3490639

License/Cert. #: AF752351
Investigator: Rhodes, Shalahna Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit G Investigation

Date(s):
02/15/2018
03/12/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 02/15/2018
Allegations:
1. The named resident (NR) eloped from the adult family home (AFH) on 02/02/2018 between 01-1:30am. The NR was dressed in
underwear, shirt, socks, shoes, and a jacket only. The NR did not have on any pants. The NR was seen by someone who called
911. The NR was taken to the hospital by the police and was able to give his name and his wife's name. The AFH did not know
the NR had left the AFH until the NRs wife called around 0400am. The NR was picked up and returned to the AFH with no
injuries. The NR did not have a history of leaving the AFH.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents Observations: Residents, Resident and

Caregiver Interactions
Interviews: Resident, Caregivers,

Provider
Record Reviews: Resident Records,

Caregiver Records,
Accident and Incident Log

Allegation Summary:
1. Observation of the AFH found the NR walking around the home and sitting intermittently. Further observation of the home
found a working door alarms on both doors in the home.

Review of the incident log found the NR eloped from the AFH, 911 was called along with the NR's doctor, social worker, and the
department. The NR was returned to the AFH with no injuries. Review of the NR's records also found the NR had a history of
wandering in he home and exit seeking.

Interview with the Provider revealed the NR just opened the door and left. The Provider said the NR had not done anything like
this before. A neighbor passing by saw the NR and called 911 and 911 took the NR to the hospital. The NR gave his wife's name
and number and the wife called the Provider. The Provider said she believed the door alarm closet to the NR's room was faced in
a downward positon, which caused the alarm to only sound when the door is opened, and the NR must have closed the door
right behind home, which caused the alarm to stop sounding. The Provider said the NR told her he had let to do a little work and
referenced leaving a motel (he believed the AFH was a motel). The Provider moved the NR's room so he would no longer be
close to the door.
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Residential Care Services
 Investigation Summary Report

Unalleged Violation(s):
The AFH did not paid annual license fees as its due.

Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiency dated 03/12/2018.
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Residential Care Services
 Investigation Summary Report

Provider/Facility: ND'S ADULT FAMILY HOME (727786) Intake ID(s): 3485114

License/Cert. #: AF752351
Investigator: Rhodes, Shalahna Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit G Investigation

Date(s):
02/15/2018
03/12/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 03/12/2018
Allegations:
1. The adult family home (AFH) was overdue on its licensing fees. Oldest due date was 12/15/2017 for the amount of $1350.00.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents Observations: Residents, Resident and

Caregiver Interactions
Interviews: Resident, Caregivers,

Provider
Record Reviews: Resident Records,

Caregiver Records,
Incident and Accident Log

Allegation Summary:
1. Record review found the annual license fee was due 12/15/2017. Review of department records indicated the license fee had
not been paid as of 01/25/2018.

Upon interview with the Provider, it was revealed the Provider thought she had paid the licensing fee and said she would check
to see of it was paid. After checking, the Provider realized it was an oversight on her end. The Provider said going forward she
will pay the annual licensing fee ahead of time.

Unalleged Violation(s): Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiency written 03/12/2018.
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